
Three 
dimensions.
No 
compromises.



Not simply ergonomic.
But threefold dynamic.

The Revolution  
of Ergonomics.

The 3Dee active office chair is the first of its kind and the result of absolute 

consistency in engineering just as in design. Its 3D motion – horizontal and 

vertical – is designed without compromise around the natural biomechanical 

model of the human being. It fulfils the vision of sustained change to our 

everyday office life. And the stunning attractive design will please particularly 

all those for whom the office is more than just a workplace but also a living 

space.

Normal office chairs cannot do much against the daily lack of motion in the 

office. On the contrary: They contribute to bad sitting postures. We call this 

the “sitting trap” – because sedentary activities frequently lead to physical 

discomfort and severe health problems.

The remedy is more motion in the office. With its unique concept of 3D  

ergonomics the 3Dee supports and encourages the intuitive movements  

of the human being. The principle is as simple as it is ingenious: The chair 

follows the movement of the body and not vice versa. The result: Natural  

sitting, controlled movement up and down combined with posture-optimizing 

motion – sideways, backwards and forwards.

Sitting on the 3Dee Active 
Office Chair

Sitting on a conventional  
office chair 



Tested and approved  
by the Healthy Back  
Movement and the Federal 
Association of German 
Back Schools (BdR). 

The most innovative 
office chair in the world.

Moving. 
In every detail.

Activating: Because the 3Dee follows your movements when sitting, so your 

back stays straight. Frequent change of posture strengthens your back and 

keeps your muscles fit.  

Motivating: The patented 3D Technology 1 , comprising the unique 3D motion 

joint in the base and the spring strut, supports and encourages harmonious 

3D movement. This activates your circulation and enhances performance.  

Relaxing: The backrest with patented lamellar technology 2  and physio-

logically shaped cushioning 3  provides support without restricting freedom 

of movement. The lumbar support 4  and counter-pressure can be adjusted 

individually. 

No restrictions: The intelligent seat is slightly convex, upholstered with 

breath able multi-zone integral foam 5  and equipped with the flexzone®tech-

nology 6 . For a healthy seat climate and optimum sitting comfort without 

pressure points.
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Time for a change. 

If you don‘t want to make comprises and are looking for an office chair that 

activates and also catches the eye, then your only option is the 3Dee Active 

Office Chair. It is moving, relaxing and high-tech design to the very last detail. 

This is unique and introduces a new form of dynamics and quality of life into 

the office. You can‘t expect more of an office chair. But it doesn‘t have to be 

less in the future either. Go for three dimensions. And no compromises.

3Dee, black aluminum seat pan 
and base

3Dee, polished aluminum seat pan, 
black aluminum base

3Dee, black aluminum seat pan, 
polished aluminum base

3Dee, polished aluminum seat pan 
and base



Our success  
is in motion.

If you observe children, you will see that there is hardly a time when they are 

still. Movement is in the very nature of the human being. It is the long periods 

of sitting and standing – in school, at work and in the car – that puts the body 

into a straightjacket of motionlessness, which we pay for at a very high price: 

our health.

Therefore, since 1997, aeris has devoted itself to revolutionising standing and 

sitting at the workplace. Our philosophy is as simple as it is effective: more 

motion, in three dimensions. We call that 3D ergonomics. For our customers 

this means better health, more motivation and higher productivity. And success 

proves us right. Be it the swopper, muvman, 3Dee or oyo – our products set new 

benchmarks and have catapulted aeris into the top 100 of the most innovative 

small and medium-sized German businesses.

Technical Data.

Individually adjustable:  
Backrest tension and seat height, sideways and vertical movement

 Trevira CS Microfibre

Seat width/depth:  46cm | 18.1" / 41cm to 46cm | 16.1" to 18.1"

Chair height:    110cm |43.3" incl. backrest

Seat height:    BASIC spring model: Height adjustment range 42cm to 56cm |  
16.5" to 22" loaded* 

  PLUS spring model: Height adjustment range 45cm to 59cm |  
17.7" to 23.2" loaded*

Cover materials :   Trevira CS: Gabriel Step/Step Melange – hard wearing, color fast to 
light, flame retardant, certified in compliance with Oeko-Tex 100. 
Microfibre: Gabriel Comfort – premium quality with an attractive 
good feel, breathable and easy to clean, very robust: 150,000  
Martindale rubs. 
PREMIUM Leather: high-quality semi-aniline leather with natural 
grain (black).

Weight:  20kg | 44lbs, load: 60kg – 120kg | 132lbs to 265lbs

Backrest:   43cm | 16.9" high

Base:   75cm | 29.5" diameter

Safety gas spring:  140mm | 5.5" height interval 

* Seat height measured with a standard load of 65kg | 143lbs.

swopper muvman 3Dee oyo
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aeris GmbH

Hans-Stießberger-Straße 2a 

85540 Haar bei München

Germany 

Tel +49 (0)89-900 506-0

info@aeris.de

www.aeris.de

Together we can get 
things moving!

Just get in touch with us.


